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Questions of policy with respect to the time within which Dominion Status
might be attained could not be considered until the Statutory Commission and
the Indian Central Committee had reported, until His Majesty's Government had
been able, in consultation with the Government of India, to consider matters in
the light of the material available and until the Conference which it was intended
to summon had met. The matter would then have to be decided by Parliament.
They hoped that in the fullness of time India would become an integral part of
the Empire in equal partnership with other Dominions. The Government in-
formed the Simon Commission of the action they intended to take and the Com-
mission did not wish to be associated in this reaffirmation.
Lord Parmoor re-echoed Lord Reading's opinion that it would be the
greatest possible misfortune to make differences on Indian affairs a matter of
political dispute here. He did not think there was the slightest reason for
supporting that. Upon the necessity of keeping political matters out of All-
India affairs and questions there was not the slightest difference between Lord
Keading and the Government.
Lord Reading would find in the pronouncement the view of the Viceroy that
it would be an advantage at present to get a clear atmosphere to prevent a
misapprehension and remove the web of distrust in order that our future policy
towards India might have the best opportunity of having its conciliatory character
understood not only by us but by Indian leaders. u That is the point which I and
the Government regard as the most important part of the pronouncement. There
is absolutely no difference between the views stated by Lord Reading and those
held by the Government and the leaders of Liberal and Conservative parties have
concurred regarding this portion of the pronouncement."
Lord Parmoor thought that it would be this part of the pronouncement to
which Indian opinion would be more immediately directed.
Lord Parmoor did not consider that any one could read any ambiguity in
the pronouncement. It was evidently prepared w ith very great caution.
Lord Parmoor quoted the Viceroy's statement that the course of action
now proposed was the outcome of a real desire to bring to the body politic of
India a touch carrying with it health and healing and was a method whereby
there was the best hope of handling these matters in constructive statesmanship.
That opinion, in which Lord Goschen concurred, ought to have very great
weight both in India and Britain.
Lord Parmoor emphasised that the conditions contained in the Declaration of
1917 and the Preamb e to the Government of India Act of 19(9 remained in full
force and effect and, having quoted the reservations, asked if there could be any
doubt that the conditions remained in full force and effect and were applicable
to Dominion Status.
Lord Reading said that the question had been very explicitly answered.
Lord Parmoor continued: '* So long as the Act remains unamended and
until Parliament sees fit to review it, the conditions stand. Parliamentary
statutory conditions cannot be altered except by Parliament."
Continuing Lord Parmoor said that the Viceroy's statement referred to the
goal of British policy and the purpose was as stated not only in the Viceroy's
announcement but on several occasions by their official speakers.
After pointing out that questions of policy with respect to the time in which
Dominion Status might be attained would have to be decided by Parliament,
Lord Parmoor asked if anything could be more explicit. He did not think that
the Simon Commission had been hindered by an iota or its authority undermined.
They desired to treat the Simon Commission with the greatest courtesy possible.
He thought that the Government were well advised in leaving the Commission
aside in making a statement of policy of the kind. It would be wrong, especially
in India, if it were thought that there was any special connection between the
Government for the time being and the Commission. It was of the essence of
the matter that independence should be maintained. It is easy to undermine
the strength of independence if you allow communications apparently to go on
the subject between the Government and the Commission.

